COVID-19 Tenant Resources
Thank you for renting with us – we’re glad you’re here. As we all work together to face
the COVID-19 public health emergency, here are some important reminders and
resources to assist you:
• Please contact us right away if you are facing difficulty paying rent or have other
apartment needs.

• Financial assistance is available to help pay rent and bills, including federal

payments, expanded unemployment benefits and more. For links to that help
and the latest information on how to stay safe and healthy, visit the City of
Lincoln website at COVID19.lincoln.ne.gov

OWNER NAME:
PHONE:
EMAIL:

__________________________________________________________
A Message From Mayor Leirion Gaylor Baird:
Our community is working together to keep everyone safe and healthy during the COVID-19
(coronavirus disease) pandemic. We all must act now to prevent the spread of the virus in order
to save lives and prevent our hospitals from becoming overburdened. Please do your part by
washing hands frequently, disinfecting commonly touched surfaces, and staying home to limit
contact with others as much as possible.
These measures are critical to bringing an end to the pandemic, yet they come with serious
economic impacts – many people are losing hours and jobs. There are financial resources
available to help you pay bills during this crisis, and we want to make sure you know how to
access them if needed. The City of Lincoln has added a new page to our website that contains
resources for both resident and business needs. At covid19.lincoln.ne.gov, you will find resources
regarding housing, employment, food, and other important services, as well as accurate, timely,
and reliable public health information.
I want to acknowledge what a challenging time this is for all of us. We face an extraordinary
moment in our history, one that is bringing with it extraordinary disruption to our daily lives.
Please reach out for any assistance you may need, and help others by taking the steps
necessary to slow the spread of the virus. If there is anything this pandemic has revealed, it is
how interconnected we all are. While our interconnectedness makes us vulnerable to a virus, it
is precisely that same connectedness that will see us through to our recovery. Together, we will
get through this.

